The Safe Working Programme
How effective is your Health & Safety System?
…But can you prove it?

There’s no better proof that your Team understand
something than by asking them to show you what they
know.
Fire drills check that your Team know what to do in a fire
situation, but when was the last time you tested what
they remember about the rest of your Health and Safety
procedures? Especially when this knowledge could avoid
accidents and save lives...
What is the Safe Working Programme?

The c4mbd Safe Working Programme is a structured 4
week programme of learning and familiarisation of your
health and safety procedures. This is based on Nationally
Recognised Standards incorporated into our unique Safe
Working Manual. Your Teams work leads to a Nationally
Recognised Level 3 Qualification to show the outside
World your commitment to a Safe workplace.
I already have adequate Health & Safety systems
in place...
Why do I need the Safe Working Programme?

Health & Safety is about keeping people safe. But we are
all too aware that things can and do go wrong.

? If they did how would you deal with the inevitable
inquiry?

? How would you prove that your Health & Safety
training was good enough?

? How could you prove that not only did you have the
correct systems in place, but that your Team could
demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of
their own and the organisation’s responsibilities –
that they, and you, could prove what had to be done
in an emergency situation?

How the Safe Working Programme ticks
the right boxes...
 The Safe Working Programme is based on
competence

 The Programme is focused only on the things that
matter in your business

 This development is active - not passive. Your Team
really engage in Health & Safety

 It raises Health & Safety consciousness in the
business

 The Professional Safe Working Manual is a portable,
personal store of safety documentation and
certificates.
Every member of your Team has their own to refer to
when they need to or when they move around your
business to different managers or sections

 It lowers the drama of Health & Safety compliance
and training, but increases the effectiveness

 Ideal for accompanying your own Health & Safety
induction – especially for new Team members
What next?

To find out how this programme can be used within your
organisation just give us a call. There is no pressure, and
absolutely no obligation.
If you have even a small amount of curiosity about the
Programme, feel free to call or email Robin, Dan or Phil
to find out more, ask questions and to arrange an
exploratory conversation.

Contact

This is what the Safe Working Programme
is about.

The Centre for Management & Business Development

It uses your existing systems and works with your own
Health & Safety Officers to prove that everyone in the
organisation knows what to do and what not to do to
stay safe at work. It encourages your Team to ask the
right questions about Health & Safety, to fully engage in
the process of staying safe.

Address: c4mbd
Sunburst House
Elliott Road
Bournemouth
Dorset
BH11 8JP

 Your stakeholders will love the fact that you take
Health & Safety at work seriously.
 Your customers will be impressed that your Team
have Level 3 National Qualifications.
 Your insurers will appreciate your drive to reduce
claims and risks.
 Visitors to your business cannot fail to be impressed
that every member of your Team has their own Safe
Working Manual to professionally guide them
through the safety procedures of being on your
premises.

Website: www.c4mbd.com
www.c4mbd.com/safeworking
Email:

enquiries@c4mbd.com

Tel:

01202 835123
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